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ELYS Oil
Management system for service station

System Fuel dispenser Payment terminal



PRODUCT

In the ever more demanding market of fuel dispensing, 
customer satisfaction and loyalty requires a perfect 
efficiency from your equipment. ELYS OIL was designed 
to meet and exceed these expectations, on the forecourt 
as in the shop. Elys Oil a 3 steps concept:

An interface card is included in the solution to allow to 
communicate with all pump brands.(LAFON, WAYNE, 
GILBARCO, TOKHEIM…)

From 1995 the system stability is proven on thousand 
installed sites around the world.

User friendly screen, only a quick user training is 
required.
 

The system is adapted both small and high service 
station in order to be in accordance with needs.

1/ IDENTIFICATION

The fuel attendant login thanks to its badge with the integrated 
lector pump or directly on the payment terminal.

2/ AUTORIZATION

Once the fuel attendant’s rights verified the pump is released

3/ REGISTRATION

Each transaction is recorded in the terminal and breakdowned into 
each fuel attendant turnover. End of shift are also automatically 
printed with
comparing the clue pump feedbacks. There is no need to manually 
check the totalizers.

Compatible

Robust

Ergonomic

Adaptive and communicative



OPTIMISED GAS STATION MANAGEMENT

- Liquid stock management (connection with electronic gauges)
- Sales management
- Dates exportation / importation (also available on internal FTP
  server)
- Different ERP and backoffice connection
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- Magnetic card or contactless badge support
- Management of magnetic prepaid card or receipts

FUEL ATTENDANT MANAGEMENT WITH 
AUTOMATIC CLUES RECOVERY

FUEL ATTENDANT IDENTIFICATION WITH CONTACT 
OR CONTACTLESS BADGES

CUSTOMER ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT 

PAYMENT TERMINAL CONNECTION

BACK OFFICE WITH CONVENIENCE STORE
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

SYSTEM’S TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
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INCLUDING
- PC with mouse and keyboard
- 15’ touchscreen
- Piste controller (IFSF, 2WIRE,
EIN…)
- Converter
- Software licence
- Receipt printer
- Client display
- Barcode reader
- Drawer till

INCLUDING
- Specific keyboard with card
reader
- Pinpad
- A4 printer
- Software license

INCLUDING
- Interface (one/site)

INCLUDING
- Strip and smart card reader
- TFT screen
- Thermic printer

INCLUDING
- PC with mouse and keyboard
- TFT 19” screen
- A4 printer
- Basic modul software
- Software license for suppliers and stock management
- edMobile (inventory) software license
- Statistics software logiciel license 
- Promotions software license

INCLUDING
- 15” touchscreen
- Dual graphic card and connection cables
- edPOS software license

OPTIONS
- Electronic gauge connection
- Price display connection
- Level 3 maintenance
- Easyonline alerts

OPTIONS
- Card reader for external PC
- Badge reader for external PC

OPTIONS
- Badge reader (one / pump)
- Badge (one / fuel attendant)

OPTIONS
- Contactless card reader

POS AND ELYS PISTE CONTROLLER

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT IN CLIPRO ACCOUNT

BACK OFFICE EURODATA SERVER

EURODATA CUSTOMER BACK OFFICE FOR ELYS

FUEL STATION ATTENDANT MANAGEMENT 

BPL2N PAYMENT TERMINAL

COMPONENTS


